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Recreational Marijuana: Yes or No? 

      Medical marijuana is a topic that needs to be discussed more in our current society. In my 

paper I am trying to get to the bottom of what is good about medical uses of marijuana and what 

is not. Many people are for and against the use of the substance and there are good and valid 

arguments on each side. Many physicians argue on the basis of it replacing narcotic usage. 

Others on the con side argue that there really is no such thing as “medical marijuana.” Drug use 

is never an easy topic to be discussed in society and there are a lot of bad omens associated with 

it. What we need to move past are assumptions that all drugs are bad and should never be used. I 

think there are many options that need to be explored and the more understanding we have of the 

substances that are so prevalent in our world today the better off we will be. 

      I have done a great deal of research into the pros and cons of medical marijuana usage and it 

has revealed interesting results. Sanjay Gupta the medical correspondent for CNN said: “There is 

now promising research into the use of marijuana that could impact tens of thousands of children 

and adults, including treatment for cancer, epilepsy and Alzheimer's, to name a few. With regard 

to pain alone, marijuana could greatly reduce the demand for narcotics and simultaneously 

decrease the number of accidental painkiller overdoses, which are the greatest cause of 

preventable death in this country... Marijuana is a medicine, that should be studied and treated 

like any other medicine." This I think is a great statement and really backs up the positive side of 

the argument. Even president Obama made a great point of shifting stereotypes of the drug use:  
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“I'm on record saying that not only do I think carefully prescribed medical use of marijuana may 

in fact be appropriate and we should follow the science as opposed to ideology on this issue, but 

I'm also on record as saying that the more we treat some of these issues related to drug abuse 

from a public health model and not just from an incarceration model, the better off we're going to 

be."  

     Nearly two decades of research have shown that marijuana can be beneficial in alleviating 

pain and other symptoms associated with an array of illnesses, including cancer and multiple 

sclerosis. Not only might the broader legalization of marijuana help more people with 

unmanageable pain find relief, it could even have a positive, mitigating effect against the opioid 

epidemic. Research in some of the 25 states where medical marijuana is legal has found a 

possible protective effect against opioid overdose deaths. This is a major breakthrough as opioids 

are a constant problem, especially today. There is a major problem in prescription opioids, and 

this has lead to many deaths. A study led by Dr. Marcus A. Bachhuber, published in August 

2014 in JAMA Internal Medicine, found that from 1999 to 2010, states across the country had 

steep increases in opioid overdose deaths. In contrast to this problem, in states where medical 

marijuana was legal, mortality linked to opioid use declined steadily in the years after 

implementation of the marijuana law, by almost 25%, compared to states where marijuana was 

not legally available. This effect was much more robust than those linked to statewide regulatory 

initiatives such as mandatory opioid prescription medication registries and other well-intentioned 

efforts. 
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 In the respect to all the pros provided, a vote to make marijuana more accessible might 

seem sensible, but there is likely downsides. A recent analysis from the nonpartisan California 

Legislative Analyst’s Office suggests that legalization would dramatically increase the level of 

marijuana consumption in California, mainly through lower prices. The ramifications of that 

would be significant. Under the new measure, the age to legally consume marijuana in California 

would be 21. But in contrast, it would be naïve to assume that easier availability would not have 

a trickle-down impact, and that the drug would find its way to those under legal age. 

       Many people argue for the blockage of marijuana use. Many people worry about addiction 

complications, in addition people argue that it is hard to properly medicate and administer. And 

there is also evidence given by the FDA about opposition to the substance: "[T]here is currently 

sound evidence that smoked marijuana is harmful. A past evaluation by several Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) agencies, including the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA), Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) and National 

Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA), concluded that no sound scientific studies supported the safety 

or efficacy of marijuana for general medical use. There are alternative FDA-approved 

medications in existence for treatment of many of the proposed uses of smoked marijuana…” 

Accordingly, FDA, as the Federal agency responsible for reviewing the safety and efficacy of 

drugs, DEA as the Federal agency charged with enforcing the CSA, and the Office of National 

Drug Control Policy, as the federal coordinator of drug  
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control policy, do not support the use of smoked marijuana for medical purposes." 

       There is also somewhat conflicting evidence on the dangers of people operating motor 

vehicles after using marijuana. In Colorado, recent figures correlate with the years since 

marijuana legalization to show a dramatic decrease in overall highway fatalities, and a two-fold 

increase in the frequency of marijuana-positive drivers in fatal auto crashes. Because marijuana 

metabolites can remain in a body for days or even weeks after use, there is no accurate way of 

telling if those people were legally impaired by marijuana at the time of the fatal accident.  

       Legalization will pose a challenge for law enforcement in determining truly impaired driving 

from marijuana. There is no field sobriety test like there is with alcohol. On many occasions, 

officers apply a sniff test after pulling over a driver suspected of being impaired. That is, could 

they smell marijuana smoke in the vehicle? Or did the driver have bloodshot eyes? Many arrests 

that come from these observations are challenged and don’t pass legal muster. If one views 

incarceration as a public health issue, then legalization could have a positive result. The 

punishment for selling recreational marijuana would be reduced from a maximum of four years 

in prison or jail to six months in jail and/or a $500 fine. Judges could also reconsider existing 

sentences for those incarcerated, before Prop 64 goes into effect, for either selling or growing 

marijuana. The Legislative Analyst’s Office suggests that reduced criminal justice costs would 

mean a savings of tens of millions of dollars annually. 

      What I am trying to do is make a base for the arguments circulated right now and explain 

them. The evidence provided in this I think does need to be considered highly. People and  
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popular culture is pushing for more liberal agendas and the more resistance causes more tension. 

The use of recreational marijuana is a topic that is not easy for people to talk about in many  

cases. There is a strong stigma that goes along with using substances and it will be hard to 

change public opinion on the stigma.  
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